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The Waterworks.

Our featured Philadelphia image...
Did you know??? The Waterworks today is a restaurant. A very fine one at that. In fact, it houses the only “water bar” in Philadelphia.
If you wish, rather than imbibe alcoholic beverages, the Waterworks offers a selection of bottled, pure water to complement your meal.
They have even gone so far as to higher a specialist who can advise restraunt-goers on the type of water that best suits their meal choices.
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Hope: The Best of Things.

Patrick J. Palmer, CEO

D

First and foremost I want to commend all of our members and staff who worked so diligently in making this first
Wedge Newsletter a reality. Your work and dedication to recovery and carrying the message of hope to others is an
inspiration to us all.

Approximately 23 years ago I awoke one morning and decided that my life, at least the little that was left of it, was not worth living. Reality, the

monster I had been running from for over 12 years, had finally caught up with me and there was no place else to run. I had reached a level of
despair and hopelessness that I could never, even in my wildest dreams, imagine existed. On that day, “hope” was a word that had most definitely
been removed from the dictionary. I had lost everything of material value, but moreover, had lost all sense of my spiritual being. I was hopeless.
I need only sit and wait for the end to come.

			

Continued on page 2

iversity in the Holiday Season

Treatment Court Clients at Wedge Venango were educated on the community principles of
Kwanzaa during the holiday season. Each client learned the greeting and principles in Swahili.
Clients engaged in activities that included making an ornament out of the Kwanzaa symbols
for the holiday tree, making a handmade gift for a fellow group member and preparing for the
celebration feast. After the seven session series, each client could relate how the
seven principles—unity, self-determination, collective work & responsibility,
collective economics, purpose, creativity, and faith—relate to their recovery
and lifestyle. The photos demonstrate group acceptance of the principles and
the group unity in celebrating the holidays without spending money while
learning principles about how to improve self.

Minda Magundayao M D, Medical Director & President ▼ Patrick J. Palmer PhD, Chief Executive Officer ▼ Armando Magundayao, Director of Operations
Lori Watson, CSW, Executive Director of Mental Health Services ▼ Patricia McGarvey M A, Executive Director of Addiction Services

“GetTing To The Heart of the matter” ™
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Then, as God would have it, an angel appeared in my life. No, not your typical angel. This one was 6’ 5”, wore a cowboy hat and cowboy boots
and had an enormously large amount of chewing tobacco bulging out of the side of his mouth. What an angel! After the meeting he came up to
me, and with eyes that looked into my very soul told me, “Pat, you never have to feel this way and you never have to live this way ever again—if
you are willing to follow some simple instructions.” For some reason I knew he was telling me the truth, and I decided to take a chance to find
out what he was talking about. The rest is history—a history I might add that really is “beyond my wildest dreams.”
Many things have happened in my life since that day, but one of the most important of those was God’s blessings for making the Wedge a
reality. As I look back on the last 13 years of Wedge history, I am constantly reminded of the courage and dedication many of our members have
demonstrated in overcoming the obstacles that lay between them and their new life. It is this commitment, courage and perseverance from the
newcomer that continues to give me hope and motivate me to continue on my own journey in recovery.
As I look towards the future, I am very excited about the direction God is moving us here at the Wedge. We recently have opened the Pacific Rim
Resource Center which is dedicated to carrying a message of hope and recovery to the various Asian American communities in Philadelphia.
In addition, our entire organization has been energized by the opening of the Recovery and Education Center, located at 1939 S. Juniper Street.
Our philosophical approach for this new program is one that significantly increases the person’s active involvement with their treatment and life
goals. In fact, the Recovery and Education Center is primarily governed by a Peer Government made up of program participants and Alumni.
Program development, program content, and even the hiring of new staff are facilitated by the Recovery and Education Center’s members.
This model, recently introduced by the city’s Department of Behavioral Health, has actually brought about more positive feedback from our
clientele than any other change that I have seen in the field in my 20 years as a treatment professional.
As you can see, that message of “hope” that I once thought did not exist is still very much alive and well here in our city. I believe it is the
Wedge’s obligation to ensure that this message is delivered to as many people as possible. I only hope that under my stewardship the Wedge can
continue with its mission of helping those that God entrusts to our care. To all of our members past and present, I want to extend my deepest
gratitude for allowing me and the Wedge family to be part of your journey in recovery. May God continue to bless and keep all of you.
Remember, one day at a time we can overcome anything! Keep coming back, it does work!
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The Wedge Med newsletter is a publication of The Wedge Medical
Centers. The newsletter is published six times a year
and sent to approximately 2,500 recipients in the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and surrounding states.
Newsletters are mailed in January, March, May,
July, September & November.
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To keep in the spirit of the holiday season, the people at our
Germantown Partial Program went to Shriners Hospital to
present the children with a Christmas tree complete with
decorations they made. The clients at our Germantown
site seemed to enjoy being with the children, and the
children at Shriners seemed so happy to be the
recipients of the Christmas Tree.

THE PHILADELPHIA RECOVERY COMMUNITY CENTER
The Philadelphia Recovery Community Center is located at The Lehigh Pavilion, Unit 6, 1701 West Lehigh Avenue, 215.223.7700.
It shares the complex with Senator Shirley Kitchen’s office and is the first of its kind in Philadelphia. The only other type of entity such as
this is in Connecticut. It is a place that provides hope, health and healing to individuals and families affected by the disease of addiction.
THERE ARE SEVERAL THINGS IT IS, BUT HERE ARE A FEW THINGS IT IS NOT:
A 12 Step Club. A drop center. A treatment facility or rehab. A hangout.
This center is a recovery-oriented sanctuary in the community that gives a face and a voice to recovery. Its support services are volunteer
driven and it aims to deliver peer-to-peer recovery support. There are many workshops and activities for your participation.
There are leisure activities on Friday evenings such as card and board games and movies.
There is a spirituality workshop on Saturday mornings.
In all, it serves to foster an environment that reinforces recovery. It is worth the trip, you will appreciate it.
RECOVERY IS A JOURNEY. COME LET’S WALK TOGETHER!
For more information about us please visit our website - www.proact.org, The Philadelphia Recovery Community Center.

PHILOSOPHY
HE WHO CONCEALS HIS DISEASE CANNOT EXPECT TO BE CURED
Everyone in the Wedge is here for a reason, because if you use drugs or sell drugs, you have an addiction, and it is a very big problem.
A person who does not want to confront himself in his eyes and heart, he is running. Until he is tired of suffering
and shares his secret, he has no safety. We can at last take root and grow. Not as the giant of our fears, but as a person,
part of a whole, with a share in its purposes. Not alone anymore as in death, but alive in others and ourselves.

The

Pacific Rim

Resource Center of Philadelphia
A DIVISION OF THE WEDGE MEDICAL CENTER

The Pacific Rim Resource Center is a non-profit organization committed to improving the quality of life and serving the needs of our many
Asian American communities within Philadelphia County.
Pacific Rim will coordinate social services to connect members with the Department
of Public Welfare, gain medical assistance and have access to other available resources
within the city of Philadelphia.
We are certain that Pacific Rim will be able to set a new professional standard
of excellence for providing services in an efficient and culturally competent manner.
The Pacific Rim is located at 4910 Old York Road, Philadelphia. You can reach any
of our staff at 215-329-1500.
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planting seeds... for the courage to grow™
MAIN OFFICE
6701 North Broad Street y Philadelphia, PA 19126 y 215 276 3922 y 215 276 8199 fax
3604 Germantown Office y Philadelphia, PA 19140 y 215 223 3600 y 215 215 223 2100 fax
1939 South Juniper Street y Philadelphia, PA 19148 y 215 271 5822 y 215 271 5881 fax
A DIVISION OF THE WEDGE MEDICAL CENTER

recovery and education
center of Philadelphia
A Message from our Editor.

Jessica Rosario
WedMed Editor

When I was 13 years old, I was selling drugs on the street. This was my life. It was what I knew and so it was what I did. Looking back I only now see the
risks I was taking. I never really thought about it then, but every day I went out on those streets I was risking getting arrested, going to jail, or like many
others, even being killed. All for what? The day they came and took my daughter away was the day that I hit rock bottom. I cannot express how much
that hurt me as a person and even more as a mother. Up until that time, I really thought that I had no choice but to spend the rest of my life without any
hope of anything changing. I didn’t know what to do, but I did (finally) admit to myself that what I was doing was wrong and that “I needed help”!
I made a decision to get honest and reach out for that help. I was referred to the Wedge Medical Center and began coming to treatment. It wasn’t easy at
first. I had to push myself to be open-minded. I heard many new things that were not only unfamiliar, but at times even scary. There were times when I
had doubts if I could make it, but I would look around and see others who were also struggling, but not giving up. My therapists were great. They helped
me begin to see myself for who I really was. I found out that I wasn’t a bad person. I was a person with a disease that didn’t know I had a disease. I was a
good person with a disease that lead to poor choices. This gave me hope and I worked hard with my therapist and treatment team to accomplish the goals
and objectives of my treatment plan. I graduated from the program and joined the Alumni Association.
Now look at me! I’m the editor of the Wedge’s Newsletter. Who would have ever thought anything like this could be possible for someone like me?
They told me to “stick around until the miracle happens.” Well, guess what? They were right! I want to take a moment to thank everyone at the Wedge for
all of their help and support. I want to say to anyone out there that you can make it. Just reach out and ask for help. Someone will be there for you just
like they were for me.

Peer Government and Committee Assignments
The Recovery & Education Center Peer Government Board (PG) has been active since May 2007. More recently, the PG has increased its
membership to 10 program members, as well as 3 CPSs and the Program Director. The PG was essential to the hiring process, and selected
our current CPSs. The Board continues to meet several times per week, and has been involved in developing program standards,
curricula, and committees to address various needs of the program and members.
With the help of CPS Robert Martin, the Peer Government has developed “The Wedge Outlet,” a member-run operation
that supplies clothing and hygiene items to members in need.
The peer government successfully organized holiday parties at Thanksgiving and Christmas, including a member-run Pollyanna. They organized
the decorating of the program floor; they also were instrumental in organizing the donation of a holiday tree to Ridge Avenue Men’s Shelter.
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Questions
for
Peers.
Questions for Peers.
The Wedge polled thirteen members about their experience with the Recovery & Education Center.

1.

Please tell me about your experience since the Wedge transformed the Partial Program to a Recovery Program.
What new opportunities and services have you been exposed to?
Various comments included having more opportunities in which to participate, such as electing the peer government, interviewing employees
that the Wedge hired, being able to give ideas for different groups and also to lead our own groups; more variety as well as more interesting
groups, ability to chose what groups in which to participate; groups have been beneficial mentally and physically. Several members said that
a positive transformation in regard to anger-management and depression has been very beneficial. Members also mentioned that the program
has helped them with their sobriety. Someone said that the experience has been more about goals. Another member finds the program more
challenging and is learning to “expand myself in being more independent.” An additional response was the program “opened many doors”
such as being able to open up and talk about problems.
The members gave a wide variety of answers to new opportunities and services that they have been exposed to such as gaining employment,
learning how to talk to and be nicer to her children and others, outings to the library, being on the peer government, more variety of groups,
volunteer services, learning how to communicate with others, working with computers, being able to help their peers on the computer.

2.

How does the staff at the Recovery & Education Center help you with your goals?
Many members responded that the staff is very supportive and encouraging in helping them with their goals; teaching them to think things
through before acting on them; “being attentive to my problems.” Wedge Staff “gives me responsibilities doing different things here,” offering
help with getting applications for housing, helping to make things clearer. One member was helped doing a recovery plan with his primary
contact, and another by doing a weekly goal plan.

3.

What is your hope for the future? Where do you see your recovery process taking you?
“To do a job well and go further with it,” to own a home, to maintain sobriety, helping to deal with people, helping others by using their own
experience to become more independent and to be on an out-patient basis.
Some see their recovery process taking them back to school or employment. “Taking me to the next level,” maintaining sobriety, “helping me
to help myself.” For one, his recovery process has already taken him to places he never thought he could accomplish on his own, and “has
taken me out of that dark cave.” Others see their recovery process “opening doors,” and “enlightening their thinking.”

4.

What is your experience with Peer Support, Peer Specialists and Peer Government?
Helping and relating to each other because we are all here for similar reasons, socialization, “my peers stand behind me 100%,” learning how
to talk more with peers, “everyone has treated me well,” “we uplift one another when we are down.” Peers help with obstacles, they share
what they have gone through and it helps others, and they are “supportive” and “positive.”
The Peer process encourages them: Being supportive of their goals, giving them general support and taking them out into the community.
Peer Specialists have helped them learn the computer, helped make goals “seem possible.” The Peer Specialist is a “good friend,” helping look
for apartments and providing guidance in gaining legal services. Peer Specialist have a “good attitude” are “terrific” and “open-minded.”
Members enjoyed the experience of serving as a member of the Peer Government because they were able to help their peers and to help make
decisions about the rules and regulations. Peer Government helped to get clothing and personal itemsand has been “a guide to their future.”
Peer Government has listened to ideas and has helped to organize the center.
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Another Recovery Success Story

Deitra is the manager at the phoenix house for women-A Wedge Graduate.
Deitra was living in her own apartment and while on probation she was coping drugs and was still testing positive (giving hots.)
That’s when her probation officer told her that she had to get herself together because she was just about to go to jail. So she got herself together
and went to a recovery house, and that house was the Phoenix House. She was at the Phoenix House for 7 months. The Phoenix House is
showing her how to stay clean. She has been clean already for 7 months. The Phoenix House also is showing her coping skills.

Supporting Families
If you prefer to sell drugs and do drugs, that’s what your child will learn. Most likely, the first thing your child will say is “My daddy
and mommy sell drugs, so why can’t I do it too? My parents sell drugs and get a lot of money, so I want to do the same so that I can
have money too.”

				

DO YOUR BEST SO THAT YOUR CHILD CAN DO BETTER.

“WALK A LITTLE PLAINER, DADDY”
“Walk a little plainer, Daddy,” said a little child so frail. “I’m following in your footsteps and I do not want to fail. Sometimes your steps are
very plain. Sometimes they’re hard to see. So walk a little plainer, Daddy, for you are leading me. I know that once you walked those ways many
years ago, and what you did along the way I’d really like to know. For sometimes when I’m tempted, I don’t know what to do. So walk a little
plainer, Daddy, for I must follow you. Some day when I’m grown up, you are like I want to be. Then I will have a little child who will want to
follow me. And I would like to lead that child right and help that child to be true, so walk a little plainer, Daddy, for I must follow you.”

Wedge Welcomes

faith
		 : for those entrusted to our care
Reverend Otis M. Banks

The Wedge Medical Center is proud to announce the opening of its newest service for those entrusted to our care.
The Department of Faith Based Services was officially implemented on January 21, 2008. Heading this new Program 		
will be Reverend Otis M. Banks, Jr. Reverend Banks is currently the Pastor of the Diamond Street Community Church
in North Philadelphia.
Reverend Banks has a very notable history here in the Philadelphia area. Reverend Banks began his spiritual journey
through volunteer work, including visiting the sick and elderly, assisting the homeless, and working with youth in 		
North Philadelphia. He received his Calling to become a Minister in 1978. Otis enrolled in the Manna Bible Institute of
Philadelphia and graduated in 1983. He was ordained in 1985.
Reverend Banks has served on the Board of Directors of the Manna Bible Institute as well as being on their educational staff. He has done
missionary work in Haiti, Virgin Islands and Georgia. He has been a staff writer for the Royal Family Newspaper and Director of Camp
Evangel for children. One of Reverend’s passions is working with individuals who are involved in the criminal justice system. He regularly
visits those who are incarcerated as well as providing services to Veterans.
Reverend Banks resides in Philadelphia with his wife, Carlett. He has three sons, Brian, Terry and Kendall. We congratulate Reverend Banks
on this most important appointment and are very much looking forward to “carrying the message of Recovery” through this new and
vibrant Program.
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... feels good to make others smile.

The Treatment Court group from 3609 North Broad Street office volunteered to go on a field trip to visit the Wedge Geriatric Program
at 6701 Broad Street. The people were so welcoming; we had so much fun as we played bingo and danced with them. We were line dancing,
which offered many opportunities for all to laugh, as you can see from the photos. We would like to introduce you to one of our winners
from Bingo as well. We hope to go back again because they were very friendly and we enjoyed spending our time with them.
We learned several very important things on this field trip. One was that the older citizens in our communities have much
to offer us and we need to cherish them. Another important thing we learned was that we need to give back to our
communities more. It makes us feel good to make others smile.
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Bermuda
visits Philly!
We had a visit from two Bermuda Case Managers for the Treatment Court system there.
They wanted to view “first hand” how treatment is provided here at The Wedge.
They were welcomed into the group room and all participants seemed to be in a good
mood from the weekend, even though the Eagles lost to the Cowboys.
Rodolfo Fernandez (FIR) and Steven Von Sitas (Treatment Court)
accompanied our guests. They took part in the group exercise.
The exercise consisted of completing a worksheet on identifying old
behaviors. Once the old behaviors were identified, they were “buried” in
a jar and covered up with positive behaviors. The exercise seemed to be
beneficial to all. A group picture was taken as a remembrance of the day.

mission statement
The Mission of the Wedge Medical Center is to promote recovery and personal growth for individuals suffering from addictive
disorders and psychiatric experiences, along with their supporters and their caregivers. Through a relationship of mutual respect
and equality we hope to facilitate the discovery and development of innate strengths and abilities that promote
self-determination and autonomy within those entrusted to our care. The Wedge is firmly committed to providing
only the highest quality of service, and will never deny service to anyone regardless of ability to pay.
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Help

6701 North Broad Street
Philadelphia, PA 19126

